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Paris, 1973: in the midst of a turbulent period of student unrest, political protest and terrorist threats, Monica,
a naïve and idealistic American college student, arrives in Paris eager to live out her rose-colored dreams.
Along with her three friends, Monica soon discovers a Paris not pictured in guidebooks or dreamy black-
and-white photographs: a place both seductive and dangerous.

The young women, who each dreamed of love at first sight, instead find themselves in a complex tangle of
temptation, sex, love, and betrayal. In a city famed for its beauty, the friends soon lose sight of their moral
compasses, and discover the seamy side of the Parisian adventure.

Monica’s passionate involvement with two men puts her in grave danger. Drawn to Christophe, an idealistic
young aristocrat, she’s also completely in the sway of Jean-Michel, a radical South American whose
charisma and élan camouflage his despicable modus operandi. Her best friend Lola, who idolizes the life of
Parisian courtesan La Belle Otero, seems consumed by sex and frivolity, but may also be Monica’s greatest
protector.

Monica’s Paris education, both sexual and intellectual, leads her on a perilous journey. Embroiled with ETA
terrorists, implicated in a crime, psychologically tortured, and endangering not only herself but everyone she
knows and loves. Monica’s decisions impact everyone from her American friends to her elderly landlady, a
former French resistance fighter who sees her own sensuous youth reflected in the current-day struggles.

Velástegui spins a provocative and mesmerizing tale about the loss of innocence, the allure of desire, the
power of both betrayal and redemption, and the danger in romanticizing the most loved and iconic of cities:
Paris.
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From reader reviews:

Michael Pauls:

Now a day folks who Living in the era just where everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not require people to be aware of each information they get. How
individuals to be smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book.
Studying a book can help men and women out of this uncertainty Information specially this Parisian
Promises book as this book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the information in this book
hundred per cent guarantees there is no doubt in it you probably know this.

Alan Torrez:

This Parisian Promises is great reserve for you because the content which is full of information for you who
else always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it info
accurately using great plan word or we can state no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but hard
core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Parisian Promises in your hand like finding the
world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no e-book that offer you
world with ten or fifteen second right but this e-book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hi Mr.
and Mrs. busy do you still doubt that will?

Kenneth Allen:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you can have
it in e-book way, more simple and reachable. This specific Parisian Promises can give you a lot of close
friends because by you investigating this one book you have point that they don't and make a person more
like an interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This book offer you
information that perhaps your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than different make you to be great
people. So , why hesitate? Let's have Parisian Promises.

Elizabeth Givens:

A lot of book has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the very best book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is
known as of book Parisian Promises. Contain your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it
might add your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about book.
It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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